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Kayaking on the Snake. For more on recreation on the river, see feature article.
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The bill contains language to the effect that its passage will not grant or
restore any fishing, hunting, or trapping rights to the Siletz Indians. The
language is perfectly clear and there is no misunderstanding on the part of the
Department about what it means. It is what the bill does not say about fishing,
hunting, and trapping rights that is of grave concern to this agency and to a

great many sportsmen, commercial fishermen, and other individuals
throughout the state.
The potential exists that the Siletz Indians may, through court action or
otherwise, lay claim to aboriginal or superior fishing, hunting, and trapping
rights within an area embracing about 1,400,000 acres extending from Cape
Lookout south to the Siltcoos River and inland to the Coast Range. This is the
area of the Coastal Reservation (Siletz) onto which a number of western Oregon
Indian bands and tribes were placed in the late 1850s. The impact of unregulated Indian fishing, hunting, and trapping in this vast area, including net- "Th
ting of coastal streams, on the fish and wildlife resources and their utilization by
non -Indians for recreational and commercial purposes could be catastrophic. At
the very least, it could present almost insurmountable management problems
for the Department of Fish and Wildlife, already faced with a critical situation
on the Columbia River and the former Klamath Reservation as a result of
federal court interpretations of treaty language and federal laws relating to Indian rights.
It is the Department's position that in exchange for the needed federal
benefits that the Confederated Tribes of Siletz Indians will obtain by passage of
the Siletz Restoration Act they accept language in the bill that makes them subject to the same fishing, hunting, and trapping laws and rules as non -Indians.
The Department has asked that the following language be inserted in the bill:
"Notwithstanding any other provision of law, the State shall have the
authority to regulate hunting, fishing and trapping by the tribe and its members
to the same extent and in the same manner as the State may regulate hunting,
fishing and trapping by non -Indian persons."
Other western Oregon Indian tribes and the former Klamath Tribe are
preparing to regain federal recognition. They, as will the Siletz, will then have
the formidable power of the federal government on their side in determination of
Indian fishing, hunting, and trapping rights. It is time for the citizens of Oregon
and Congress to act before it is too late.
R. C. Holloway
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Next Commission Meeting
On April 22, 1976 a Columbia River

238

229,845

HUNTING CASUALTIES
REPORTED IN 1976

Fatal
Nonfatal

There is a bill in Congress to restore federal recognition to the Confederated
Tribes of Siletz Indians. It is S. 2801 and was introduced by Senator Hatfield.
An identical measure, H.R. 11221, was introduced by Representative AuCoin.
The Siletz Tribe was terminated in 1954 during a period when elimination
of federal trusteeship over Indian tribes was national policy. The Siletz Indians
are now asking that they again be granted federal recognition so that the tribe
and tribal members will be eligible for certain benefits such as health, education, and other social services that are extended to recognized tribes such as the
Umatilla and Warm Springs Indians. This is the primary purpose for the legislation.

Compact public hearing of the
Oregon Fish and Wildlife Commission and the Washington Department
of Fisheries will be held at 10 a.m. at

the Western Forestry Center

1

4

Auditorium in the Zoo -OMSI area off
SW Canyon Road in Portland. The

spring chinook closure on the Columbia will be discussed.
Following the Compact hearing,
the Oregon Commission will convene
at 1:30 p.m. to consider rules relating
to private salmon hatcheries and
transport and possession of unlawful
crabs.
APRIL 1976

Hells Canyon
Recreational Use
by Kenneth Witty
District Fishery Biologist,
Enterprise
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Hells Canyon does not sound like a
place one would want to visit, and
stories of treacherous white -water
rapids, rattlesnakes and unbearable
weather would discourage the most
adventurous person who would consider venturing into the canyon of
hell. Early day explorers avoided the
canyon like they would avoid the
plague, yet modern day explorers are
coming to Hells Canyon in increasing
numbers.
What lures people to spend their
hard -earned vacations in a remote,
rugged area like Hells Canyon, and
what are the unique qualities and
features of the area which must be
preserved so that modern day ex-
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recreational experience in Hells
Canyon? Resource managers must
know the answers to these questions if
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Looking down into Hells Canyon and
(below) down in the canyon at Sand
Creek.
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unique recreational areas such as
Hells Canyon are to be preserved.
Managers of the fish and wildlife
resource in Hells Canyon have a difficult job of identifying various users
of the resource and what part each
fish and wildlife species plays in the
total recreational experience of the
users. But first the managers must
measure the total number of
recreational users and determine the
impact users are having on the
resource.
Our first objective was to determine
recreational use at a key access point
to Hells Canyon to establish a base
for determining future trends in
recreational use. In 1969, a check station was established on the Snake
River at Cache Creek which is located
near the Oregon -Washington border.

Boaters going upstream and

downstream were stopped at the
check station and questions were ask Page 3

ed about the activities of the boating

We determined that
recreationists passing Cache Creek
represented 12,909 recreational days
(a recreational day is one person in
the area for any part of one day).
Anglers fished 16,410 hours to catch
1,113 steelhead, 212 trout, 4,774 bass,
112 catfish and 87 sturgeon. Hunters
hunted 960 days to take 397 chukars,
30 partridge, 25 quail, 10 ducks and
149 deer.
The recreational use study of 1969
was repeated in 1974 so that we could
determine a trend in use at Cache
Creek over a five year period. We
found that recreational use had increased 54 percent with nearly all the
increase occurring in the form of additional float boat use. Power boat
use had increased by only 1.5 percent.
Angler hours decreased by 29 percent.
Most of the angling reduction occurred because the steelhead angling
season was closed by emergency action October 9 by both the Oregon
and Idaho game departments. In
1974, anglers fished 11,703 hours to
catch 119 steelhead, 353 trout, 2,434
bass, 669 catfish and 23 sturgeon.
Hunters hunted 2,262 days to bag 403
chukars and 169 deer.
To help in identifying what
recreational users are seeking in Hells
Canyon, a recreational experience
questionnaire was mailed to about
one out of eight recreationists contacted at Cache Creek in 1974.

party.
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Upper photo shows Hells Canyon at the mouth of the Salmon
River. Below are writings on the
walls of the canyons left there by

previous residents.

"Th

Respondents scored experiences
associated with their activity accor-

ding to the following scale:
1. I sought out the experience or
item during trip
2.
3.

4.
5.

Contributed to experiences,
but I did not seek it out
Indifferent; neither contributed
nor detracted
Detracted from trip experience,
but I did not avoid it
I avoided experience or item

during trip if at all possible
A list of general experiences was
provided for all respondents to score
as well as separate lists for each major
activity; boating, hiking, fishing and
hunting. In general, respondents
selected seeing wildlife and being in
an undeveloped area as the experience contributing most to their
recreational enjoyment. The presence
of man -made developments or other
parties were selected as the most
Page 4

detracting experiences. Boaters enjoyed running through rough water
and they disliked multiple party
campgrounds. Hikers enjoyed seeing
wildlife and they disliked sharing
trails with trail vehicles. Anglers enjoyed catching a very large fish and
they disliked other anglers taking advantage of lax law enforcement.
Hunters enjoyed making a clean kill
and disliked other hunters taking advantage of lax game law enforcement.
Our survey was limited in that we
sampled only one access site into
Hells Canyon. However, we believe
that our sample represents opinions
of the majority of recreationists in
Hells Canyon. Also, it appears that

recreational use is increasing at a rate
of about 10 percent per year.
It is essential for resource managers
to evaluate resource use in relation to
recreational use and determine
proper procedures needed to conserve
resources and at the same time seek
to enhance or preserve the preferred
recreational experiences desired by
the recreationists in Hells Canyon.
The job will be tough but not impossible and by using data we have
collected the job should be made
easier. In past years, Hells Canyon
has supported high quality recreation
and, with good management, Hells
Canyon will provide high quality
recreation in future years.
APRIL 1976
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that

compiled by Ken Durbin
Wild Trout Proceedings Available
A wild trout management sym-

posium cosponsored by Trout
Unlimited and the Department of the
Interior was held at Yellowstone
National Park September 25 -26,

The 103 -page proceedings of the
symposium, entitled WILD TROUT
MANAGEMENT, is now available
for $3.95 per copy, postpaid, from
Trout Unlimited, Inc., 4260 East
Evans Avenue, Denver, Colorado
80222. It is well worth the modest
price and should be part of the library
of every angler and fisheries manager.
1974.

*
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Invite Birds

Oregonians can learn how to attract
birds to their homes by reading "Invite Birds to Your Home, Conservation Plantings for the Northwest ".
The 20 -page, full -color publication

available free from the U.S.
Department of Agriculture, Soil
Conservation Service. Interested
is

homeowners can obtain a copy by
writing "Back Yard Birds ", Soil
Conservation Service, 16th Floor,
1220 SW 3rd Avenue, Portland,
Oregon 97204.
*

Going, Going

-

...

The evidence of what is happening to upland wildlife in many areas
keeps piling up. A 35 -year survey on a
2,760 -acre patch of farmland in
southeastern Illinois was conducted
from 1936 -1963, then repeated in
1974. Grassy cover on the area has
dropped from 47 percent to 1 percent,
field size has more than doubled from
10 to 23 acres, and miles of fencerows
have dropped from about 43 miles to 6
miles. Back in 1939, quail were
reported numbering over 15 per 100
acres, rabbits over two per 100 acres.
Today there are 3.3 quail and .07 rabbits per 100 acres. Worst of all, there
were 131 prairie chickens counted in
1939. In 1974 there were none.
Missouri Conservationist
*

OREGON WILDLIFE

Barometer Birds
Herons may become barometers of
environmental change. Like all fish eating birds, these large waders accumulate pollutants in their bodies
and are sensitive to habitat alteration. Herons are atop several food
chains, nest in colonies and have a
wide distribution, so biologists may
be able to keep an eye on the environment by studying the bird's distribution, population, reproductive success
and eggshell thickness.

Home Grown

For the first time since World War
II and the Victory Garden era, more
than half of all U.S. households will
have some kind of vegetable garden
this year, according to a recent
Gallup poll. In 1974, 49 percent of all
U.S. households, or approximately 35
million households comprising more
than 100 million people, had
vegetable gardens. That was a 10 percent increase over 1971.
Conservation News
*

Outdoor Oklahoma
*

Two Thoughts On Energy
According to a study by the International Energy Agency, the United

States last year wasted as much
energy as two -thirds of the world consumed ... The senior researcher of
the Worldwatch Institute has this
answer to those who would equate
conservation with curtailment: "Cur-

tailment means giving up

automobiles; conservation means
trading in a 7- miles -per -gallon status
symbol for a commuter vehicle that
gets 40. Curtailment means a cold
house; conservation means good insulation and an efficient heating
system."
Audubon Leader
*

Emergency Closures Possible
Migratory bird hunting seasons can
now be closed on a temporary,
emergency basis if they pose a threat
to an endangered or threatened
species, according to the Interior
Department's Fish and Wildlife Service. Seasons in California have
already been closed in three counties
because Aleutian Canada geese
an
endangered subspecies similar in

-

-

appearance to the common Canada
goose
often stop there during
migration and might be shot by mistake. Another example: Whooping
cranes migrating from Canada to
Texas often stop in North Dakota,
where sandhill cranes are hunted.
Whoopers normally depart long
before hunting season begins, but
warm weather could delay their
migration and put them in North
Dakota on opening day of sandhill
crane season. Under the new policy,
sandhill crane hunting could be closed temporarily to protect the
whoopers.
*

Estuaries

Estuaries are full of little creatures
squiggling and burrowing, darting
and squishing under the mud. Each
with a kind of brain, each with a
breath of life. But their life is ebbing.
And if they start to dwindle, we do
too.
At an estuary we are standing on
the threshold of time, where the life of
water and the life of land converge in
a biological blur. This is where the
moon moves the water in shallow
ebbs and floods; where the sun pierces
down to the natural ooze, and the
nutrients flow in a strange and
marvellous way. Nowhere else, except
here in these sopping grounds is there
so much life in so great a concentration. But the life is dwindling. And as
these lands start to go, we do too.
These squishy, mushy lands are
where most of our fish are born, the
fish that feed the fish that feed the
fish that fill the sea. These narrow
strips of estuary land are where the
birds come to rest and nest and feed,
and they are an essential part of our
life support system.
As you scatter your waste and spray
your poisons and spew oil upon the
waters; as you dredge and fill and
cover the mud with concrete, you
destroy forever the great forces of life
that began millions of years ago.
But now you have gone too far.
Because this planet belongs not only
to you and me, but to them as well.
To the umpteen billion other things
that fly in the sky and roam on the
land and swim in the sea and burrow
beneath our feet.
Now, especially now, if only you
would stop to think
perhaps you
would think to stop.

-

Waitaki Valley Acclimatisation
Society, New Zealand
*
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Young Wildlife; Look,
Enjoy, But Don't Touch
by

i
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Blacktail deer

Spring is a time of increase in the
animal world as most mammals and
many other species bear their young.
The newborn creatures are vulnerable
to many forces, both natural and
man -made, that make survival to
maturity a long shot.
The ability to survive, to recognize
danger in its many forms, is a learned
thing. While some instinctive
responses or nature -given camouflage
help the young survive in the wild,
the successful techniques of avoiding
Page 6

unhealthy contacts are more often
learned from the parents or other
adults of the species. The ability to
fly or the strength to repel attack
comes much later.
This innocence and vulnerability of
the wild young, coupled with their
furry or downy cuteness, make these
creatures very appealing figures in
the eyes of man.
It is too easy to look at young wild
animals as if they are domestic
kittens or puppies. They are not.

Although some young animals temporarily make good pets, the arrangement seldom can be permanent. As
natural wild animals near maturity,
they tend to forget any behavior
training they received in captivity
while young. Damage of some form
can be expected and many animals
may even become dangerous.
Now the big question arises. What
does one do with this creature which
was once lovable but now is
troublesome? There are no good
APRIL 1976
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Horned owls
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4

Beaver

answers.
Release in the wild can often be a

death sentence since proper
knowledge of how to survive in nature
is either forgotten or dulled to the
point of uselessness.
The displaced creature could be
given to a zoo, but zoos have their
own plans about what animals are
needed there and how much room is
available.
These are the personal arguments
against taking wild animals for pets.
OREGON WILDLIFE

There is, however, an even bigger
argument. In most cases the taking
or holding of an animal without a permit is against the law. Violators are
subject to fine. Predatory birds such
as hawks, eagles, and owls are
protected by federal law. They are not
to be disturbed.
Do not be fooled into thinking you
are actually saving an "orphaned"
animal. Chances are good that the
adults are nearby.
None of this is to say that young

wild creatures should not be ap-

preciated and protected. They

should, but this attitude must be felt
from afar. If one wishes to save the
animals, the best route is to protect
the land and water on which they depend.
It is right that the young of the wild
have a place in man's heart, but not
in his hand or his home. If one must
take home some of nature's young
animals, do it on film or in the
memory of a time well spent.
Page
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Starfish Variations
in Design
by Jim White,
Training Officer

r
0

The time of exceptionally low tides
was at hand. The ocean had
withdrawn from the rocks, the waves
now slowly breaking out in the kelp
forest offshore. Quiet, clear pools of
water remained in the crevices, inviting families of curious beach -goers
to catch a rare glimpse of some of the
creatures of the sea.
"Hey, Dad, look at the weird thing
down in this tidepool!"

"That's a starfish."
"A starfish? Those things up there
on the rocks are starfish, not this.
Starfish have five legs; this creature
has a couple dozen and must be two
feet across."
"Son, the small ones up on the
rocks are common Ochre Stars, but
not all starfish are like them. Those in
deeper water grow larger, some to
three feet in diameter.
"Nor do all have five legs or rays.
They all have radial symmetry-a
pattern going out from a central
point-but may have six, ten, twelve,
or more rays. What you are looking at
is a medium -sized Sunflower Star-

fish."
Should the tidepool viewers put on
scuba gear and follow the Sunflower
Starfish (Pycnopodia helianthoides)
into the depths beneath the waves,
they would be surprised at the
variations of design. Besides the big
many -rayed Sunflowers, there are
smaller, spiny -looking Rose Stars
(Crossaster papposus) with ten or
eleven rays, and the orange Dawson's
Sun Stars (Solaster dawsoni) with
usually about eleven rays. If they are
fortunate they might even encounter
a ten- or twelve -rayed Stimpson's
Sun Star (Solaster stimpsoni) in
crimson with a dark brown stripe running down each slender ray. (They
also appear in orange with stripes,
and light purple.)
Yes, starfish designs are quite
varied. So are their habits. The huge
Pink Starfish (Pisaster brevispinus),
which may be nearly two feet across
from tip to tip of its five rays, feeds in
the traditionally recognized manner
of arching up over the unfortunate
Page 8

Upper photo shows familiar five -

rayed Ochre Star found in

tidepools. Lower photo has two of
the beneath- the -waves varieties.
Small one is the Equal -Arm Starfish
tucked beside a Long -Rayed Star.
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clam it finds in the depths and pulling the shells apart while expelling its
digestive organ over the clam's soft
parts. In contrast, the Sunflower
Starfish may skim along the sand and
silt gathering up small clams, almost
like a sea -going vacuum cleaner. (The
author has found them with dozens of
such little clams in their stomachs.)
It may actually dig a hole to capture a
larger clam or for variety may climb a
rock and engulf a spiny Sea Urchin.
Starfish vary their diet, taking advantage of whatever is handy. As
scavengers, they clean up dead fish on

the bottom; as sneaky predators they
occasionally capture and consume a
crab. Stimpson's Sun Stars have even
been found eating other starfish, such
as small Sunflower Stars and Mottled
Stars.
Other habits vary, too. The Sand
Star (Astropectin armatus), if it cannot slip away beneath the sand,
drops sections
literally falls apart
to
of its rays (called autotomizing)
confuse an attacker. Out in deeper,
clearer water, lives the Northwest

-

-

Pincushion Starfish (Pteraster
tesselatus arcuatus), which lacks a
APRIL 1976
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The small,

appearing Rose Star comes
equipped with eleven rays.
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To the left, in a fairly common pose, the
Sunflower Starfish is shown digging a hole to
capture a clam. Below is one of the more unusual
deep -water starfish, the Northwest Pincushion. It
lacks a filter disc and secretes a thick gelatin like substance over its body when disturbed. All
photos are by the author.
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filter disc. It simply opens and closes
a large pore to draw water into its
system. Perhaps its most unusual

characteristic

is its defense
mechanism of coating itself with
clear, gelatin -like material when disturbed. (The diver that gathers these
is apt to find heavy slime all over his
wetsuit, diving gear, and even in the
boat.)
Yes, the tidepool starfish are interesting. However, the intertidal
area is just the fringe of the sea. Most
of its varied residents never venture
there.
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Status Report
Columbian Sharp -tailed Grouse

by Bill Olson,

District Wildlife Biologist,
The Dalles

Status of what, you ask? Yes,
Columbian sharp -tailed grouse; they
were once a common upland game
bird in many areas of eastern Oregon.
The sharp -tailed grouse or plain
"sharptail" is a single species with
three subspecies. The type form is the
northern sharp -tailed grouse and, as
the name implies, it is found in the
northern part of the species range in
Canada and Alaska. The prairie
sharp- tailed grouse is found in the
northern prairie states and the

southern Canadian provinces. The
third subspecies and one of primary
concern to us is the Columbian sharp tailed grouse of our western intermountain region known as the Great
Basin.
Prior to settlement of the west,
Lewis and Clark encountered sharp tails on their historic expedition from
Missouri to the Pacific Ocean. Entries in their journals indicated an
abundance of sharp -tailed grouse
along the "Great Plains of the Columbia River ".
John S. Newberry, reporting on explorations and surveys in relation to
locating a railroad route from the
Mississippi to the Pacific Ocean
(1854 -55), reported sharp- tailed
grouse from Klamath and from the
Deschutes to The Dalles.
During 1864 -65 Daniel G. Elliot in a
monograph of the grouse family
stated the sharp -tailed grouse was exceedingly abundant in eastern
Oregon.
By the turn of the century reports
relating to status of this bird indicated a more restricted distribution
and less abundance.
During April 1935 an early day
naturalist, Alex Walker, reported
finding two sharptail nests at Miller
near the mouth of the Deschutes
River.
According to Gabrielson and Jewett
in their book Birds of Oregon, 1940,
the Columbian race of sharp- tailed
grouse was formerly found over most
areas in Wasco, Sherman, Morrow,
Umatilla, Wallowa, Union, Baker,
and Harney Counties. Their most
frequent observations of sharptails
Page 10

were in north -central Oregon.
Wesley Batterson, retired Wildlife
Commission biologist, reported that
sharptails could be found at several
locations in Baker County during the
early 1940s.

More recently a 1946 Oregon Game
Commission annual report mentions
a remnant population near Elgin in
Wallowa County. Other sightings by
Wildlife Commission personnel were
in Baker County, in May 1954 and
February 1959.
The last known authentic sighting
of the native Columbian sharp- tailed
grouse in Oregon was made by Baker
District Bureau of Land Management
personnel in the vicinity of Little
Lookout Mountain in Baker County
about 1968 or '69.

Historically the Columbian race of
sharp -tailed grouse was found over a
wide range throughout the intermountain area, but presently reduced
and /or remnant populations persist

only in British Columbia,
Washington, Idaho, Montana,
Wyoming, and Utah. Essentially, the
sharptail no longer exists in Oregon.

Why did the once abundant
Columbian sharptail grouse literally
disappear from eastern Oregon? Was
hunting a major factor or was it

something else? Early day

homesteaders reported taking all the
birds they could use without any apparent detrimental effect on overall
populations. A majority of the lands
taken up by homesteaders were the
expanses of lowland bunchgrass interspersed with stream bottoms containing deciduous brush species and
sagebrush, the areas of primary
sharptail grouse habitat. These lands
were choice as they afforded ample
grass and water for livestock grazing.
Heavy grazing eventually exploited
bunchgrass to a point of diminishing
return and out of necessity the
economy changed from one based on
grazing to farming. Sharptail grouse
numbers were less as the result of
habitat degradation associated with
heavy grazing. But written accounts

indicate that the dramatic decline
and demise of sharp -tailed grouse
populations didn't occur until the
bunchgrass prairie lands were turned
with the plow and converted to crop
production. A majority of the most
productive habitat was gone by 1915.
The remaining sharptails were confined to areas of mostly marginal
habitat. Continued heavy livestock
grazing and other human related disturbances in the remaining habitat
eventually took its toll. It is pretty
well documented that changes in land
use were the dominant causes of
decline and demise of sharp- tailed
grouse populations in eastern Oregon.
The northern and prairie races of
sharp -tailed grouse, mentioned
earlier, are still found in significant
numbers in several areas of original
distribution. But there also, recent
reports indicate that man's activities
continue to encroach on the remaining habitat.

During February of 1963, an
attempt was made to re- establish
sharptails in central Oregon. In exchange for valley quail, Oregon
received 85 sharp -tailed grouse from
South Dakota. These birds were of
the prairie subspecies, being slightly
larger and of darker coloration than
the Columbian. The South Dakota
birds were distributed to two areas in
Jefferson and Wasco Counties where
possible suitable habitat was present.
The Wasco County transplant was
wholly unsuccessful with a rather
quick disappearance of the birds. In
the National Grasslands of Jefferson
County, success was somewhat better
with the birds becoming semi established. Sightings from this area,
indicating the birds had reproduced,
were not uncommon for several years,
but overall establishment was considered poor. During recent years no
sightings from this area indicate the
transplant has faded out.
This account of the sharp- tailed
grouse is not an indictment against
progress, but hopefully it does point
up the need for land use planning
relating to wildlife and its habitat
requirements.
APRIL 1976
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New Emblem Adopted
r-N. You may have noted in the last

Osprey Nest
"Un- Wired"

OREGON

.ssue the new emblem on the back
page by the return address. The new
design was adopted just as we went to
press. It will be the identifying symbol for the combined agency. Eventually field personnel will be issued
the emblem in the form of a shoulder
patch. The color version will have a
gold border, green background, and
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dark brown animal and fish
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silhouettes.
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Oregon Earth Week 1976
Oregon's Waterways
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1976 is an important year for planning the future of Oregon. In recent

years, Oregonians have begun to
emphasize the need for wise use of the
state's waterways and have taken affirmative steps toward conservation
of this vital resource. The clean -up of
the Willamette River and the efforts
of local governments and the Department of Transportation to implement
the Willamette River Greenway is
just one example. There is substantial
interest and activity concerning the
Columbia River, the Columbia River
Gorge and coastal resources.
, Coastal resources include estuaries,
beaches and dunes, shorelands and
the continental shelf, all vital to
economy and livability of the state. In
addition, the Columbia River estuary
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at Astoria is being studied through a
special bi -state organization. At the
local level, numerous areas of interest
exist; the Bear Creek Greenway
Program in Jackson County and
Eugene's Amazon Creek project are
two examples of local concern for
Oregon's waterways.

In the near future, Governor Straub

is expected to proclaim the week of
April 24 as Oregon Earth Week. Dur-

ing that week numerous events will be
going on at schools and other
locations. If you want to plan activities for this week and want more

information, contact John Gustafson
at the Department of Land Conservation and Development, 1175 Court
Street, Salem, Oregon 97310.

There is growing concern for the
status of the osprey and one western
utility undertook a job recently to
help protect the species.
Pacific Power & Light Company
discovered an osprey nest atop a 50foot pole carrying a 12,000 volt line
along the Klamath River in northern
California.

The large nest, constructed of
sticks and limbs, posed a danger to
both the birds and the line. Its proximity to the line meant potential electrocution for the birds using the nest,
while the nesting material created a
potential fire hazard that, if ignited,
could have damaged the line.
With ospreys wintering in the
south, PP &L took advantage of the
nest being vacant to modify the line.
The wires were moved to a new set of
crossarms several feet below the
original crossarms on which the nest
was built. The old crossarms and nest
were left intact at the top of the pole,
providing a safer nesting spot for the
birds upon their return.
Photo Courtesy of PP &L
Page
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Fishing Restrictions Adopted
Faced with a federal court order
and the prospects for continued weak
runs of chinook salmon and summer
steelhead in the Columbia River, the
Fish and Wildlife Commission at its
March 19 hearing imposed restrictions that will affect both commercial
and sport fishermen.
Biologists expect returns of salmon
and steelhead destined for the upper
Columbia River and its tributaries to
be as weak or weaker than the poor
runs last year. In view of this the
Commission adopted a closure on
chinook salmon angling in the Columbia, Deschutes, and Snake Rivers
which will go into effect on April 1.
On the Columbia the closure will extend until July 31 below Bonneville

Dam and August 7 above that point.
The Deschutes will remain closed
through July 31 and the Snake River
and its tributaries will be closed
through December 31. The closure includes jack chinook salmon (those 12
to 20 inches in length) as well as adult
chinook salmon.
Summer steelhead angling will also
close in the main stem Columbia,
Snake, and Snake River tributaries
on April 1. That closure will continue

through September

30 below
Bonneville Dam and through the end
of 1976 above that point. The
Willamette and Deschutes Rivers are
not closed to summer steelhead angling.

Restrictions on ocean fishing were

New Big Game Drawing Procedures In Effect This Year
Recently the Fish and Wildlife
Commission approved a new drawing
system for controlled hunts and made
some other changes in the procedures.
In our next issue we will have details
on the new system but until then the
chart below will ease your mind a bit
if you're concerned over drawing
deadlines. By June 15 all license
agents in the state will have the new
materials and will have had an oppor-

tunity to attend meetings with

Department personnel explaining the
new system. We're hoping all agents
1976

Big Game Species
Antelope
Cougar, Bighorn Sheep,
Antlerless Elk,
Antlerless Deer

and their employes who issue licenses
will take in the meetings being offered
to inform themselves of the new
system.
So, if you are interested in any of
the hunts for which there will be
drawings, you can relax for a few more
weeks. By the middle of June,
materials will be available. Then
you'll have three to four weeks to get
your applications in to the office of
the Fish and Wildlife Department.
Your local hunting and fishing license
agency is the source of information.

DRAWING CALENDAR

Application Period
Opening Date*

Application
Deadline Dates

June 15

July 10

June

July 20

15

Printed regulations for all controlled hunt drawings will be available at
license agencies by June 15.
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also adopted in order to comply with
Federal Circuit Court Judge Belloni's
decision which requires agencies to
provide Columbia River treaty Indians with an opportunity to fish for
at least 50 percent of the salmon and
steelhead destined for the upper river.
Ocean sport salmon angling will
begin on May 1 instead of the April 10
date listed in the 1976 regulations
synopsis. In addition, the minimum
size limits for sport- caught salmon
north of Tillamook Head were changed and are now the same as those set
by Washington. Chinook salmon
must be at least 24 inches and coho
salmon 16 inches. The minimum for
both species previously was 20 inches.
No minimum size restrictions are in
effect south of Tillamook Head.
North of Tillamook Head the commercial ocean troll salmon season will
open on May 1 for chinook salmon
and extend through May 31. After a
full -month June closure the season
will reopen on July 1 and extend

"

through September 15 for both
chinook and coho salmon. The
seasons amount to a three -month
reduction in the chinook season and a
coho season two months shorter than .-.
last year.
South of Tillamook Head the commercial troll season for chinook
salmon will begin on May 1 and extend through October 31. The commercial coho season will begin on
June 15, the same as last year, and
extend through October 31.
Minimum sizes for commercially
caught salmon off the Oregon coast
were set at 26 inches for chinook and
16 inches for coho. The Commission
also redefined the method by which
commercially caught salmon must be
measured.

The Commission set the

regulations following a public hearing
which last more than 12 hours
More than 500 persons packed
the hearing hall at the Western
Forestry Center, many standing
because of the crowded conditions.
Commercial fishermen from California and Washington, as well as
Oregon, were present.

